Catching the Consumer Data Wave: A New Opportunity in the Insurance Ecosystem

With the profusion of insurance consumer data coming online, the role of data intermediaries is emerging as a key player in the insurance ecosystem. Insurance distributors are especially well-suited to take the lead in analyzing user data and sharing insights to drive innovative product offerings and growth.

Executive Summary

The eruption of customer wellness and activity data captured by wearables, lifestyle apps and other digital platforms presents a tipping point for the insurance industry. Today’s digital generation expects brands to use consensual data to enhance their experience by offering more personalized services and offerings. The insurance industry is at the cusp of disruption, driven by a combination of nimble start-ups using emerging technologies and new data sources to serve evolving customer preferences. This is pressuring insurers to change how they approach product design, pricing and distribution in ways that leverage all available data.
Yet, most insurers are unprepared to access and use this data to offer personalization, based on individual risk assessments or anonymized profiles, and support customers through their various insurance needs and policy lifecycle. Moreover, insurers are not equipped to receive and analyze incoming data flows from myriad digital platforms. Likewise, device manufacturers are ill-equipped to share user data directly with the myriad of insurers across geographies.

This predicament presents an opportunity for a new player in the insurance ecosystem: the data intermediary. With a focus on the Asia-Pacific region, in this white paper we examine the underlying forces causing this data dilemma and the need for an investment in creating a common data-warehousing platform ideally positioned between the data receiver, such as a wearables manufacturer, and the insurer. We posit that a distributor-driven platform should analyze the data and share insights to help all stakeholders across the ecosystem enhance their services and offers, thus providing new growth opportunities.

Insurers would benefit in many ways as they improve the risk profiles of customers, delight them in new ways, enhance product innovation and reap economic advantages through more targeted spending and claims efficiency. This new ecosystem would create growth opportunities industry-wide as it accelerates the insurer’s journey toward real-time underwriting and loyal customer renewals. Such a distributor-driven ecosystem would require effective collaboration among insurers, policy makers, regulators and cybersecurity experts to ensure a robust framework — one that benefits customers and protects data privacy rights. We also explore the possible challenges, focusing on the evolving regulatory landscape in particular, and envision a way forward for the industry.
Four forces driving the data dilemma

Throughout the Asia-Pacific region, the insurance industry faces data headwinds — all brought on by changes in consumer behavior and technology adoption. The four forces most significant to insurers are:

- **Explosion of digital data:** Data monetization will become a major source of revenue for insurers, as the world creates 175 trillion gigabytes (175 zettabytes) by 2025, up from 33 zettabytes in 2018, according to IDC.¹

- **Increased wearables adoption:** Consumers are increasingly adopting gadgets and connected devices to monitor activity and behaviors. In emerging markets, inclusive of Asia-Pacific (excluding Japan), the wearables market grew 14% in 2018,² as basic wristbands remain in high demand and smartwatches gain traction across the region.

- **Expected personalization:** Today’s consumers receive personalized offers and customized solutions across many product categories, and insurance shouldn’t be an exception. Insurance customers lack a variety of policy options that account for their lifestyle choices, general health, and social and financial behaviors. This is where technology can play a leading role. Southeast Asia is fast embracing digital innovation spurred by the Internet of Things (IoT) and smartphone adoption. China is home to many dynamic digital innovators and a leading investor in emerging technologies.³ Singapore has its Smart Nation initiative.⁴ Malaysia launched the world’s first digital free-trade zone.⁵ Thailand has outlined its Thailand 4.0 vision that aims for greater economic prosperity through innovation, technology and creativity.⁶ All combined, this region presents fertile ground to create a new insurance ecosystem to capture, mine and act on this massive data trove to offer a deeper view of consumers as they gravitate to online insurance and request more personalization.

Drivers for data monetization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CUSTOMER PERSONALIZATION</th>
<th>WEARABLES UPTAKE</th>
<th>INSURERS GO DIGITAL</th>
<th>DIGITAL DATA EXPLOSION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Customers expect a personalized insurance product that reflects health, social and usage behaviors.</td>
<td>In APAC, the wearables market grew 14% in 2018, and global shipments are expected to exceed 450 million in 2020.</td>
<td>Insurers leverage massive data for advanced analytics and machine learning.</td>
<td>Data monetization becomes a key revenue driver, as the world creates 175 trillion gigabytes by 2025.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Insurers go digital:** In China, online insurance sales of life and non-life products are expected to hit $145 billion by 2021—up from $45 billion in 2016. Online insurers and conglomerates, such as Baidu, Alibaba and Tencent, are investing in technology, joint ventures and acquisitions to strategically expand their insurance industry footprint. Insurers recognize the need to take advantage of this wealth of data to support personalized services based on real-time customer profile/behavior/habits to launch new and innovative product segments, such as on-demand insurance that targets next-gen customers, and to satisfy customer desires for faster, more proactive communication and service.

The predicament created by these forces presents a timely opportunity for a new breed of data intermediaries that can help insurers by collecting and analyzing data spread across the insurance ecosystem and ferreting out intelligent insights to offer as a service. By leveraging technology across the value chain and partnering with organizations such as automobile companies, smart home appliance manufacturers and gadget/wearable manufacturers, insurers can create a more data-driven industry ecosystem that enables real-time underwriting, customized policies, smarter distribution, better service and faster claims resolution while also optimizing costs. Similar to the way the cab-hailing industry has transformed through intelligent use of customer data, a data intermediary with actionable insights based on various data sources has the potential to redefine the insurance landscape.

---

**Customer journey map:** current state

Liu Wang is a 30 year old fitness enthusiast. He is looking for a fitness band (including the associated app features) to track his vital health stats. He checks out reviews and features of different health apps/wearables and purchases one. He starts tracking fitness parameters using the wearable device. Liu’s colleague suggests he purchase a health insurance policy to manage unplanned health and medical expenses. Liu searches for a health insurance plan through various aggregator sites. Liu does not understand most of the insurance comparison parameters listed on the aggregator sites, but selects one of them anyway. Liu schedules a health check-up at the designated hospital and completes the policy admin process to become insured. After one year, Liu is ready to renew the policy and despite maintaining an active lifestyle, the renewal quote doesn’t account for it.

---

**POLICY AGGREGATOR SITE**

**INSURER**

---

The quotes do not reflect my actual health parameters. It would have been good if the health data tracked could be used to minimize the tests needed in the health check-up. I have been exercising and improving my health, but I don’t see any quantifiable financial wellness benefits.
Who should act as data intermediary?

The insurance industry ecosystem includes many types of players, but only the most qualified candidates should assume the role of data intermediary. Many insurers are keen to use insights from the data provided by external digital platforms but would rather not invest in the skills and resources to create an in-house system that would process all the consumer data residing in various systems and data marts outside their business. In addition, some large insurers, due to their inherent size and legacy systems, might find it difficult to adopt emerging technologies and new processes. Nonetheless, insurers aspire to innovate around wearables data, as a few companies are running tests by providing a subset of customers with wearables. However, they recognize that the sample data is not representative of all customers and a broader rollout would likely be cost-prohibitive.

While any entity that has wide access to data can provide a data intermediary service, we believe that a distribution system that intermediates between the customer and insurer, such as a large brokerage firm or a national distribution channels, and has access to various data sources can more readily step into the data intermediary role.

Distributors interested in assuming this role should exploit the opportunity by enhancing their digital capabilities to meet the evolving needs of customers. This sentiment is shared by customers and insurers alike, who want brokers to invest in digital platforms, more clearly demonstrate the many ways they add value, and offer more analytics, marketing and sales services. Distributors can leverage the available treasure trove of data to foray into new areas such as market research, playing the role of a data and intelligence provider to insurers and other consulting firms.

---

### The distributor’s edge

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>People Alignment</th>
<th>Distributor</th>
<th>IoT/Wearable Manufacturer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Investment in people with niche skill sets to manage this platform (e.g., data scientist) will not be optimal from a financial standpoint.</td>
<td>Distributors have a broader view of the market and the right kind of relationship with multiple insurers that can be leveraged to create a strong workforce.</td>
<td>Wearable/IoT device manufacturers will suffer from lack of alignment with their strategic objective of providing the wellness benefit viz. playing the role of a data provider.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurer will have access to a smaller group of customers who are prospective insureds or online visitors.</td>
<td>Distributors are well connected with the insurers and have the confidence of customers as their trusted partner, which will enable economies of scale.</td>
<td>Wearable/IoT device manufacturers are not a part of the insurance value chain, and collecting data from other wearable manufacturers would be a challenge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurers’ systems are driven by legacy technologies, and moving from legacy to next-gen technologies requires a sizeable investment.</td>
<td>Distributors have the potential to invest in a new platform that manages the data inflow from various customers and provides meaningful insights to insurers.</td>
<td>Not applicable. (Lack of alignment with their strategic goals.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*Figure 3*
Access to data, however, isn’t enough. Distributors will need to apply analytics and artificial intelligence to provide insurers and customers with more timely and relevant information and insights.

**Emerging examples of progress**

Access to data, however, isn’t enough. Distributors will need to apply analytics and artificial intelligence to provide insurers and customers with more timely and relevant information and insights. Digital insurer ZhongAn in China is addressing this need through its Intelligent Open Platform for insurers. ZhongAn, a digital venture of insurer PingAn and online giants Tencent and Alibaba, identified an opportunity to aggregate and analyze data on medical insurance directories, drug databases and hospital networks. The resulting SaaS platform offers access to medical records, an insurance repository and risk management services. Developed initially for Chinese property and casualty insurer Axa Tianping, the ZhongAn platform is now being used by more than 10 insurers, demonstrating strong market demand for such services. This platform, while beneficial, doesn’t yet cover personalized consumer data, such as health and social, and traditional large insurers generally don’t have the digital capability or agility to aggregate such data at large scale.

Another example of progress is Wukongbao, a provider of online business products and services, which provides a data-mining API that connects to more than 5,000 third-party platforms, including travel, auto and health apps. It identifies user-behavior patterns insurers can use to tailor and market insurance policies.

The proposed ecosystem should be owned by a consumer-data intermediary that directly and indirectly benefits from the currency of this ecosystem (see Figure 4).
This new ecosystem would enable insurers to offer customers device-agnostic, customized products, rather than link offers to specific fitness band brands or telematics devices that might hinder interest and usage. Customers should be free to use their preferred device no matter what insurance policy they choose.

The data intermediary would securely handle data as it acts as a repository and distributor of on-demand services to insurers. This new ecosystem would enable insurers to offer customers device-agnostic, customized products, rather than link offers to specific fitness band brands or telematics devices that might hinder interest and usage. Customers should be free to use their preferred device no matter what insurance policy they choose. Global data service providers, such as LexisNexis, Acxiom, and ISO Verisk Analytics, and insurers, such as Aviva, are starting to leverage this data to determine risk profiles rather than review medical tests. In China, insurer Allianz has launched Xinkaishi, a fetal listening and maternity app, to cross-sell health and life insurance to expectant mothers. AXA, Alibaba and Ant Financial Services have partnered to co-innovate and develop tailored insurance products for specific segments of Alibaba’s customer base.

Role of distributor in proposed ecosystem

- **Continuous Customer Engagement**
  - Improve customer engagement throughout the policy lifecycle by monitoring stats to ensure customers become eligible to get the appropriate benefits.
  - Effectively play the role of a trusted partner to the customer throughout the policy lifecycle.

- **Improve Customer Risk Profiling**
  - Enable insurers to engage with the customer at an early stage of policy lifecycle to ensure increased customer focus and effective risk profiling.
  - Offer service through a membership subscription.

- **Leverage Industry Knowledge**
  - Insurers customize offerings by using critical insights about the customer.
  - Customers make more informed decisions at the time of policy selection.

- **Foster Innovation in Product Design**
  - Insurers fine-tune product catalog based on evolving customer needs and changing market trends.

- **Provide Data as a Service (DaaS)**
  - Distributors leverage data from various sources to extract meaningful insights on purchase patterns, demographic profiles.
  - Insights used by insurers and device manufacturers to customize product strategy aimed to achieve topline growth.

Figure 5
Future view

We believe the industry needs a further-consolidated view of broader data — such as customer behavior, social, financial and risk data — from various providers, a gap well suited for the data intermediary. This connected, digital, data-driven insurance ecosystem would then enable a seamless flow of a wider range of insight among the various parties. As a data gatekeeper, the intermediary would maintain this data-warehousing platform through which all user data would be shared with the various insurers.

We envision a mutually beneficial distributor-driven network that unites customers, distributors and insurers. Figure 6 illustrates a future scenario where distributors play a central role to create and manage the platform using healthtech data as an example.

Resetting a digital customer journey

With a data intermediary at the center of the ecosystem, a new customer journey will unfold, enabling insurers to offer the more personalized

Creating a distributor app ecosystem

![Diagram](image-url)
products customers desire. When shopping for a new insurance policy, today’s customer navigates through an array of distribution channels, including agents, brokers, aggregator sites and direct sales. Because product searches cannot be tailored to distinctly personal needs, customers receive a myopic view of the vast array of products and features available. Further, insurers have limited access to customer data, rendering them unable to classify risk at a granular level to offer customized products and differential pricing. For example, insurers are unable to incentivize preferred-risk (healthy) customers over standard-risk customers.

In the future state, through a distributor app, insurers could access vital information to help them profile prospects based on current health status. Policy providers would improve risk management as they gain a better understanding of general health-profile trends. This access and knowledge could accelerate the coming of real-time underwriting. Throughout the customer journey, the distributor app would serve as a trusted advisor as it supports the insured as they traverse the policy lifecycle. Figure 7 shares a view of this future journey.

Customer journey map: future state

Liu studies a 30-year-old fitness enthusiast. He is looking for a fitness band (including the associated app features) to track his vital health stats.

He checks out reviews and features of different health apps/wearables and purchases one.

He starts tracking fitness parameters using the wearable device.

Liu’s colleague suggests he purchase a health insurance policy to manage unplanned health and medical expenses.

Liu searches for a provider that offers a customized policy using wearable data.

Liu finds the distributor’s app, installs it and grants permission to access his wearable data.

Liu enters the desired coverage, premium range and basic details on the app.

Liu finds the distributor’s app, installs it and grants permission to access his wearable data.

Liu searches for a provider that offers a customized policy using wearable data.

Liu now completes the policy admin process in the app, becomes an insured and shares health stats from the app directly.

After one year, Liu is ready to renew the policy. He gets wellness benefits based on improvement of health stats due to the active lifestyle he maintains.
Benefits to insurers

Insurers have much to gain through this new ecosystem, as they create more targeted product offerings that accurately reflect coverage needs. As data insights increase, so advances the evolution of underwriting capabilities. Low performing products can be dropped and more targeted advertising and marketing campaigns applied, which can increase profitability and improve the overall claims ratio. Here’s how we envision insurers benefitting through the new ecosystem:

### Customer experience
- Offer customized services based on wearables data.
- Allow for continuous monitoring.
- Provide wellness as a value-added service.
- Earn greater customer trust though higher transparency.

### Risk profile
- Receive real-time data for greater consistency.
- Improve risk-assessment quality when profiling prospects.

### Product design
- More effectively calibrate the underwriting system and accelerate the move to real-time underwriting.
- Customize the insurer roadmap based on evolving needs.

### Bottom line
- Improve combined ratio and reduce claims losses through policies based on real-time data.
- Increase revenue through higher conversions due to targeting and customization.
- Improve claims efficiency with more preferred-class policyholders.
- Improve underwriting efficiency.
- Optimize advertising and market research spend.

Regulatory challenges

As the insurance industry embraces insurtech, the scenario presented in Figure 8 (page 11) shares a view of the many potential data security issues. Insurers, policy makers, regulators and cybersecurity experts must collaborate to build a robust governing framework — one that protects customers’ data privacy rights.

Across the Asia-Pacific region, lawmakers are creating comprehensive data privacy laws similar to the EU’s Global Data Privacy Regulations (GDPR), adopted in 2018. The Chinese Personal Information Security Specification law dictates basic rules of consent, cross-border data transmission and secondary uses of personal data. It also provides an overarching framework for data collection, storage and transfer. Other regions have similar data protection laws, such as the Singapore Personal Data Protection Act of 2012 (PDPA) and the Taiwan Personal Data Protection Law.

Greater collaboration and transparency among government bodies, regulators, insurers, data processors and customers will ensure a mutually
beneficial ecosystem. Through anonymized data, processors can still gain valuable insights into customer traits and behaviors without violating regional data privacy laws.

As they abide by strict customer privacy laws, gadget manufacturers, data intermediaries and insurers will secure higher customer trust. VitalityHealth, which includes partners such as Ping in China and AIA in Singapore and Australia, has demonstrated that, with transparent policies and pricing, customers will consent to providing their health data. With this data access, VitalityHealth reduced lapsed policies by 52% among their most active program participants.16

A call for industry action

The proposed ecosystem must account for how data would be managed and the integrity with which it is handled. With a distributor at the center properly playing its data management role, insurers should be willing to share their consent-granted customer data to enhance the richness of the insights. To ensure ecosystem success, insurers should enable the distributor to leverage the power of this aggregated customer data and bring greater value to all participants, especially customers. Distributors should explore the potential changes required to their business models, operations and technologies to serve in this new capacity.

The insurance industry is facing a major shift in market dynamics due to advancing customer expectations, the rise of connected devices and the emergence of insurtechs. These developments are forcing insurers to revamp their product propositions to stay relevant and compete with greater intelligence. The data eruption from digital platforms presents an ideal opportunity for the industry players to unite around a data intermediary approach to explore new ways to capture, act on and monetize this information, all for the sake of providing a better customer experience.
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